Software evolves continuously, and developers need to retest it frequently. To save time and effort, developers often reuse existing test cases to verify the functionality of software systems after changes, but they often need to adapt or augment the test cases to match the new characteristics of the software systems. Adapting test cases is tedious and expensive. Current automated techniques often generate invalid and incomplete test cases, and require manual inspection and correction of the generated test cases.
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functionality. Software developers rerun existing test cases on modified software, repair obsolete test cases, and generate new test cases to verify the new functionality that has been introduced. This process is expensive and time consuming. Test maintenance techniques try to reduce this cost by partially automating the activities involved in test case generation, augmentation, and repair.
Automatic test case generation techniques like symbolic [7, 10] , concolic [4] , and random execution [9] do not use domain information, and thus tend to generate test cases that may be both incomplete and difficult to understand. These techniques often do not identify the setup actions necessary to execute the test cases, and generate a large amount of test inputs without distinguishing between valid and invalid inputs, thus causing invalid failures. Even if the generated test cases are filtered by mining source code [13, 1] , these difficulties persist. Furthermore, they do not generate test oracles, thus forcing developers to inspect the generated test cases to write oracles [6] .
Test suite augmentation techniques [14, 11] generate test cases that cover execution paths that belong to the modified software and are not covered by existing test cases. These techniques present the same kind of limitations of test generation approaches: They do not identify the setup actions necessary to execute the test cases, generate a large amount of test inputs without distinguishing between valid and invalid inputs, and do not generate test oracles.
Although researchers proposed many test case generation techniques, automatically generated test cases do not substitute manually generated test cases, which are still more readable, maintainable and effective [14] .
Test suite repair techniques focus on repairing obsolete test cases. The existing approaches either focus on simple fixes, like the plugins available in Eclipse, or deal with specific problems, like ReAssert that suggests fixes of test oracles that are broken by changes in the software system [3, 2] . ReAssert computes likely fixfes by re-executing the failing test cases of the system through either concrete [3] or symbolic execution [2] . ReAssert modifies the test cases that fail in the current version to produce cases that succeed. In this way, ReAssert may fix a problem in the test case, but also erroneously mask a failure, thus, the suggestions of ReAssert must be validated by software developers. RQ1 focuses on the possibility of formalizing test maintenance activities: I ask whether test maintenance activities are generalizable, and whether they can be categorized into a set of reproducible patterns. To address RQ1 I performed an empirical study over a set of open source software systems. I identified common activities that developers perform to generate test cases from existing ones, and I call such activities test adaptation patterns. For example, to generate test cases for classes that extend a class hierarchy, software developers usually copy the test case of another class of the hierarchy, replace the instances of the original class with the instances of the new one, replace previous test inputs with new ones that are valid for the new class, and update the test oracles. Section 2 describes the test adaptation patterns that I discovered so far, and Section 4 evaluates the completeness of these pattens in real software systems.
RQ2 focuses on the possibility of developing automated test evolution algorithms starting from the identified test adaptation patterns. To address RQ2 I developed a technique to automatically generate test cases for an initial set of patterns. The technique is presented in Section 3.
RQ3 investigates the effectiveness of the generated test cases. To address RQ3 I defined a validation methodology to compare the test cases generated by the proposed approach both with the test cases generated by the state of the art techniques and with the test cases written by the developers. Section 4 presents the preliminary evaluation results and outlines my evaluation plans.
TEST ADAPTATION PATTERNS
I started addressing RQ1 by conducting an empirical study on some open source projects. I inspected different pairs of consecutive versions of JFreeChart (www.jfree.org), PMD (pmd.sourceforge.net), and JodaTime (jodatime.sourceforge.-net), and identified similarities, differences and common patterns. I identified common activities that developers typically perform, and generalized them to create the initial set of reproducible test adaptation patterns described below.
Modification of Method Declaration: Software developers often change method signatures while refactoring a software system. As a consequence, they need to update the existing test cases to fix the compilation errors induced by the changes in the signature. I observed that changes in method signatures are among the most frequent non trivial causes of errors in the test cases, and thus addressing such type of changes would fix a relevant amount of non trivial problems. I discovered that most changes in method declarations can be reduced to some key actions that include adding, removing and changing the type of method parameters, and changing the return type. I found the mechanisms that developers use to evolve the test cases to cope with changes in method declarations, and generalized them as modification of method declaration pattern.
Extension of Class Hierarchy: In object oriented systems, developers regularly extend software functionality by extending class hierarchies. Whenever a new class is introduced, developers need to generate new test cases to verify the functionality of the new class. To save testing effort, often software developers reuse existing test cases and adapt test inputs and oracles to the specification of the new class. Since the new class shares some behavior with its sibling and parent classes, existing test cases that verify sibling and parent classes can be often reused successfully to test the new class. I discovered that the test cases designed for the similar sibling classes can be reused as a template to derive the test cases for the new class. Software developers use their domain knowledge to identify the similar sibling of the class under test, copy the test case for that class, and finally modify the test inputs and outputs to fit the specifications of the new class.
Implementation of Interface:
The test cases developed to verify two classes that implement the same interface usually share common behavior, but they differ in terms of input values and oracles. Software developers often reuse the test cases developed for a first class that implements a given interface to test new classes that implement the same interface by adapting the old test inputs and oracles.
Introduction of Overloaded Method: The overloaded methods of a class share their name but not the number and/or type of parameters, and usually present slight changes in the implemented functionality. Software developers reuse the test cases developed for an overloaded method to generate the test cases for the other overloaded methods by modifying the input parameters according to the signature of the new method and by altering the oracles according to the implementation of the new method.
Introduction of Overridden Method: When developers override a method, they generate a new method with the same signature of a method defined in a parent class. Software developers reuse the test cases developed for the method of the parent class to test the new method, for example, they change the oracles to verify the expected behavior of the child class.
Introduction of New Component: When a new component extends the functionality of the system without altering the existing functionality, software developers typically reuse existing test cases by updating the setup and the inputs of the test cases embodying their domain knowledge.
TEST SUITE EVOLUTION
I started addressing RQ2 by designing algorithms to generate test cases for the test adaptation patterns identified so far. I propose an approach, TestCareAssistant (TcA), that works on the original and the modified source code along with the original test cases, and applies a set of algorithms that implement the test adaptation patterns to generate new test cases for the modified code. So far, I designed algorithms to generate test cases for the modification of method declaration and extension of class hierarchy patterns.
Modification of Method Declaration
In the presence of changes in a method declaration, for example the addition and removal of a parameter, or the change of the type of a parameter and return value, TcA adapts related test cases by combining source code diff-ing and data flow analysis techniques (a detailed description of TcA is provided in [8] ). TcA works in three steps:
Step 1. Identify the variables to initialize: When a test case does not compile due to changes in parameters or return values, TcA identifies the parameters or the return values that cause the compilation error by diff-ing the original and modified versions of the source code. To identify the variables to initialize, TcA locates the first use of the modified parameter in the new version of the software system by means of data flow analysis.
Step 2. Identify Initialization Values: After identifying the variables to initialize, TcA determines the proper initialization values, i.e., the values that preserve the test behavior, by looking for the corresponding values used in the test cases for the original software. For the first use of each of the variables to initialize identified in the previous step, TcA looks for a corresponding line in the original code. TcA identifies the corresponding line by diff-ing the original and the modified source code of the method. Then TcA determines the value of the corresponding term in the original software by statically navigating its definition-use chain [5] . If the static approach does not succeed, TcA identifies the runtime value of the corresponding term by means of dynamic analysis.
Step 3. Generate Fixes for Test Cases: TcA repairs test compilation errors by changing the invocation of the modified method to match the new method signature. For new or modified method parameters, TcA adds an instruction to define the updated parameter. If the modification consists of adding, changing, or removing a parameter, TcA also assigns a value to the variables to initialize. If the modification consists of a return type change, TcA retrieves data from test objects instead of using the original return value.
Extension of Class Hierarchy
When a new class is added to a class hierarchy, TcA looks for sibling classes that have been already tested and generates test cases for the new class by reusing the test cases of its siblings. TcA creates test cases for a new class by copying and adapting all the test cases of its siblings and by filtering out the test cases that do not improve coverage. After copying the original test cases, TcA adapts them by repairing compilation errors, replacing inputs with valid ones, and removing invalid assertions. TcA repairs parameter mismatch compilation error by applying the modification of method declaration pattern. The errors that cannot be repaired with modification of method declaration pattern are removed by commenting out the statements causing the error. Once TcA obtains a set of compilable test cases it adapts the inputs of the copied test cases to the new class specifications.
Currently, TcA handles literals, constants, and static fields. Here I overview the approach for literals, the approaches for constant and static fields are similar. For each literal used in the test cases of the sibling classes, TcA looks for instructions in the sibling class that use the same literal. It finds the corresponding statement in the new class by applying the algorithm defined for the modification of method declaration pattern. The statement in the new class and the corresponding instruction in the sibling class should be the same except for the modified literal that TcA uses to replace all the occurrences of the literal in the copied test cases. TcA then removes invalid assertions by running the generated test cases and disabling the failing assertions. We assume that failures depends on the functional differences among the classes. The generated test cases are then filtered to obtain an effective test suite without redundant test cases. TcA runs all the generated test cases, and measure their coverage. TcA then ranks siblings on the basis of their similarity with the new class 1 . Then, TcA inspects the coverage of each test case, starting from the ones of the most similar sibling, and discards the test cases that do not improve coverage.
EVALUATION
I plan to evaluate my research questions by measuring the results on representative open source programs referring to the three research questions discussed in the introduction. I will address RQ1 and RQ2 by considering the history of different software systems and by measuring the percentage of changes manually performed by software developers that could have been automated with the identified patterns. I will address RQ3 by comparing the test cases generated by a Java implementation of TcA, with the ones written by developers and those generated using standard automatic test generation techniques based on symbolic, random, and concolic execution.
Following paragraphs report the preliminary results obtained for the algorithms designed for modification of method declaration and extension of class hierarchy patterns.
Modification of Method Declaration
To measure the applicability of TcA for the modification of method declaration pattern, I analyzed 80 versions of 10 open source projects of the Apache Software Foundation 2 . I used JDiff 3 to automatically extract the changes between two consecutive releases of each project. I focussed on the changes that lead to compilation errors in method calls: methods deleted/renamed, parameters and return values added/removed/renamed. In my experiments, JDiff identified 312,271 differences, 27.96% of which regarded parameter and return value declarations. These results indicate that modifications of method declarations generally impacts on the test cases maintenance costs.
To evaluate the effectiveness of TcA using the method declaration pattern, I conducted a study on 138 test cases of 3 software systems JFreeChart, PMD and JodaTime. The test cases failed because of the following changes: 24 parameter types changed, 68 parameters added, 23 parameters removed, 21 return types changed. I evaluated TcA by executing the tool on test cases and inspecting the generated fixes. The fixes that TcA produced automatically, resolved all compilation errors and produced 128 (almost 90%) valid test cases. It repaired 105 (more than 70%) test cases in the same way as of the developers.
Extension of Class Hierarchy
To evaluate the applicability of TcA for extension of class hierarchy pattern, I performed an empirical investigation to count the classes that extend hierarchies in Jodatime and JFreeChart. The obtained results indicate that this pattern can be highly applicable in software systems: 84% of the 524 classes of the two projects extends a hierarchy.
I evaluated the effectiveness of TcA in generating test cases for the extension of class hierarchies by using TcA to generate the test cases for five different classes of JodaTime. I compared the test cases generated by TcA both with the ones manually written by software developers and with the ones generated by a well known random testing technique, Randoop [9] . For the comparison I focused on the capability of the generated tests to cover the software behavior by measuring the statements coverage of the test cases, and the effectiveness of the generated test suite to identify faults by applying mutation testing using Javalanche [12] . The test cases generated by TcA cover 80.5% of the statements of the class under test, while test cases generated by developers and Randoop cover 75.0% and 72.6% respectively. As for mutation results, the test cases generated by TcA identify 75% of the faults injected in the software, the test cases generated by developers and Randoop identify 68.9% and 32.4% of the injected faults respectively. These results indicate that the approach can be effective in practice.
RESEARCH PLAN
The results achieved so far indicate that there is a relevant amount of test cases that can be automatically evolved by applying test adaptation patterns that generalize classic test maintenance activities. The research conducted so far identified several test maintenance activities that can be formalized into test adaptation patterns and showed that some of the identified patterns can be automated to adapt many test cases. In the remaining of the Ph.D., I plan to extend the set of discovered patterns by studying test maintenance activities in open and well as close source projects, designing algorithms and tools for all of the discovered patterns, and thoroughly evaluating the approach by comparing it with state of the art test case generation techniques as well as manually generated test cases by software developers.
